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DESIGN OF MULTI VARIABLE FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS VIA SPECTRAL
ASSIGNMENT USING REDUCED-ORDER MODELS AND REDUCED-ORDER OBSERVERS
Preston Ivanhoe Carraway III
Roland R. Mielke, Principal Investigator and
Leonard J. Tung, Co-Principal Investigator
The feasibility of using reduced-order models and reduced-order
observers with eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment procedures is in~esti­
gated. Areview of spectral assignment synthesis pr.ocedures is present-
ed. Then, a reduced-order model which retains essential system charac-
teristics is formulated. Aconstant state feedback matrix which assigns
desired closed loop eigenvalues and approximates specified closed loop
eigenvectors is calculated for the reduced-order model. It is shown
that the eigenvalue and eige~vector assignments made in the reduced-
order system are retained when the feedback matrix is ilnplemented about
the full order system. In addition, those modes and associated eigen-
vectors which are not included in the reduced-order model remain un-
changed in the closed loop full-order system. The full state feedback
design is then implemented by using a reduced-order observer. It is
shown that the eigenvalue and eigenvector assignments of the closed loop
full-order system remain unchanged when a reduced-order observer is
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The use of reduced-order models [1] and reduced-order observers [2]
in the design of feedback controllers has been studied by several re-
searchers. In addition, the develolJTlent of eigenvalue/eigenvector as-
.
signment techniques has received much attention in recent years. In
this work, a reduced-order model is used with eigenvalue/eigenvector
assignment techniques to design a constant state feedback controller for
the original full-order system. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors con-
tained in the reduced-order model are reassigned in the full-order sys-
tem while those eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors not included in,
the reduced-order model remain unchanged in the full-order system. The
constant state feedback matrix is implemented using output feedhack with
a reduced-order observer. It is shown that the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the closed loop full-order system remain unchanged when the
reduced-order observer is implemented.
1.1 Mot iv ati on
During the past fifteen years significant advances have been made
toward developing viable synthesis techniques for multivariable feedback





















eigenvector 4ssignment procedure. Early studies in this area focused on
an algorithmic formulation of the spectral assignment by Srinathkumar
[3], while later studies included a geometric fonmulation of the same
problem by "bore [4], Kimura [5], and Davison and Wang [6]. Based on
these theories, design procedures have been developed for approximating
desired mode mixing [7], reducing eigensystem sensitivity to variations
t
in plant parameters (8], reducing the effects of actuator noise on 5YS-
.
tem performance (9] and modifying the resultant feedback gain matrix to
specified gain constraints (10]. Recently, these procedures have been
incorporated in a spectral assignment computer aided design package
[11]. Adeficiency in all MOrk concerning eigenvalue/eigenvector as-
signment procedures is an absence of application of these techniques to
real world design problems. Aprimary factor contributing to this pr9b-
lem Is the lack of understanding of how to use reduced-order lnodels and
reduced-order observers with spectral assignment procedures.
Models representing the behavior of physical systems often consi~t
of a very large number of coupled, linear differential equations. SUch
models are difficult to use when designing control systems due to exces-
sive requirenents for computer time and memory, and to the numerical
analysis problems inherently present when deal1ngwith large systems of
equations. It is, therefore, desirable to develop a design procedure
which ut 11 izes reduced-order system models. Simpl1ficat ion of large
order dynlWic systems h.~~s received the attention of many researchers in
recent years. The major difficulty with this work is that only open-' '







order models with eigenvalue/eigenvector assignment proc~ures is the
fact that while the reduced-order model may approximate open-loop system
behavior, the model ing error may be so great or of such a nature that
actual closed-loop system performance is not acceptable. Also of con-
cern is the closed-loop behavior of those modes of the original system
which are not included in the reduced-order model.
Full state feedback is implemented by the use of a dyn~ic observer
system when there are fe-er outputs than states. Since some states are
usually available for measurement at the output, a reduced-order observ-
er is desirable in order to minimize the complexity of the control sys-
tem. Of concern is the effect of a reduced-order observer on the system
eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
1.2 Overview
In this section an overview of the thesis is given. Abackground
of spectral assignment theory is discussed in Chapter 2. Asubsequent
design procedure implemented by Marefat in a computer aided design pack~'
age is presented next. This information provides a necessary foundation.
to support the material in the remaining chapters. In Chapter 3. a new
technique is developed that uses a reduced-order model of a known larger
system and spectral assignment procedures to reassign selected eigen-
values of the system. This is accomplished without affecting the eigen-
values and eigenvectors not included in the reduced-order model. sec-
ondly, a technique is developed that uses Luenberger1s [2) reduced-order'












state feedback design using dynamic output fee~back. The assigned
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the original system are retained using
•
this technique. In Chapter 4, a design philosophy and then a corre-
sponding design procedure are developed for the new s~thesis techniques
presented in Chapter 3. Asoftware package is developed to facilitate
the design of dynamic output feedback control systems using thi~ new
.
philosophy and procedure. The package i~ included as a new mode to a
spectral assignment computer aided design program developed by Marefat
[15]. The use of spectral assignment with reduced-order models and
reduced-order observers in an actual design problem is demonstrated in
Chapter 5. Results are compared to those obtained by an alternate de-
sign procedure. Aprogram listing and an example of a computer aided


























In this chapter a background of spectral assignment theory is pre-
sented to support the development in Chapter 3. Definitions of eigen-
values and eigenvectors are given. Then the effect of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors on the time response of a system is presented. Lastly. a
characterizatton ~f the freedom available in selecting eigenvectors for
a given eigenvalue assignment using constant state feedback is pre-
sented.
2.1 System Ei genstructur'e and Ti me Response
The eigenvalues of an nth order real matrix Aare the zeros of the
polynomial det (A I-A]. The eigenvalues. ).itC. form a self-conjugate
set. That is. for each complex eigenvalue ).i there exists a complex
conjugate eigenvalue ).1+1 • ).i*' For each eigenvalue ).p there is a
n





for i • 1••••• n. If the eigenvalues of A form a distinct set. then
the associated eigenvectors are linearly independent (11]. Equation
5
(2.1) is written for all Ai and vi as
AV • VA. (2.2)
where V· [VI ••• Vn] and A· diag.(AI •••••An). Since the columns of
V are linearly independent, V is invertible. Therefore.
_1
A • VAV • (2.3)
Similarly. for each eigenvalue Ai there is a left eigenvector.
Ui£C~ that sattsf~es the equation
(2.4)
I
for i· 1••••• n. The left eigenvector equation is written for all Ai
and ui as
(2.5)
where U· CUI ••• un]. For distinct eigenvalues. the left eigenvectors
are also linearly independent (12]. Hence. premultfplying equation
I .(2.5) by CUT)- yields
(2.6)

















Premultiplying by UT and postmultiplying by Y yields
(2.8)
..
Since A is a diagonal matrix of distinct eigenvalues, equation (2.8)
can only be satisfied if UTy is a diagonal matrix. For convenience
the eigenvectors are usually normalized so that UTV· I or
T .1U • Y • (2.9)
The effect of eigenvalues and eigenvectors on system time response
is now presented. Consider the linear time invariant system in Figure
2.1 represented by the system state equations
•
x • Ax + Bu (2.10)
and
y • Cx, (2.11)
where A, B, and C are the plant, input, and output matrices respec-
t ively and x & Rn• u £ Rm• and y £ RP• The system time response
is determined by solving the differential equation (2.10). Let a change






XU x J cB + - - --
I'
A -









.. x • Vz •
The transformed system is
.1 .1
Z • V AVz + V Bu
y • CVZ.
Substituting from equation (2.3) into equation (2.13) yields
• .. 1
Z • AZ + V Bu.






z(t) • eAt Zo + ! eA(t-T) UTBU(T) dT (2.16)
where Zo is the initial value of z(t) at t· O. Substituting from












The first term of equation (2.17) is ci'lled the zero 'ftlll1JPut response and
the second term is called the zero state response •
Expanding the zero input response yields
r










o • • • U Tn
). t T
• vUe 1 (Ul xo) + •• (2.18)
From equation (2.18) the ith component of the statevector is determined
to be I,
I











The zero state response is expanded next. Let the input vector









t A(t.'!') TX(t) • VleU B uodT
•
t
• (veAt ) I e-ATdT (UTB uo).
•








o. • • •
.
t
-). T[e n dT
o .••







Premultiplying equation (2.22) by the diagonal matrix eAt yields
Atft -AT d 1 ). te e T. - - (I-e 1 )
•




















., ' .' " ~ ~ , '-.-.,.". ~,,-.\ '/~~-"'"
12 /
• f,ff The vector K is defined to be
K :& uTa Uo •
SUbstituting equations (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.21) gives
(2.24)
o

























The terms e i are called the modes of the system. Equations (2.20)
and (2.26) show that the eigenvalues of the system determine the rates
of decay of the modes while the eigenvectors determine the contribution'
of each mode to the various states. Thus, the time response of a system
,
....tJ.
-" I' ?'~......"'<!.~",~.. , ..







can be controlled by proper selection of system eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors.
2.2 Characterization of Freedom in Eigenvector Assignment
Given the linear, time invariant controllable system with constant
state feedback in Figure 2.2, the system state equations are written
•






Given that constant state feedback is used, Wonham [14] states that an
mxn matrix F can be found to assign an arbitrary self conjugate set·
of eigenvalues if the system is controllable. Moore [4] characterizes
the freedom available to assign eigenvectors for an arbitrary self-con-
jugate set of eigenvalues. He gives necessary and sufficient conditions.













For i = 1, ••• t
(A + BF) vi =vi ~i
n when B has full column rank.














Figure 2.2. System Model with Constant State Feedback
....-.-...... ",_._-, ..... -.>--_. ,"-.... _ .. -- ~' ... -
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and a compatibly partitioned (n+m)xn matrix
(2.31)
whose columns constitute a basis for the null space of S~ .• Then the
,
necessary and sufficient conditions to find a unique real matrix F
that satisfies equation (2.29) are:
1) Vectors vi tCnare linearly independent,
* *2) vi =vj whenever ~i =~i' and
3) v e span (N~ ).
i i
Thus it is possible to assign an arbitrary selfconjugate set of
eigenvalues and a set of eigenvectors from within the span of N~. The
i "
null space NAi is determined by the selection of an eigenvalue ~i.
The su~space, ~. identifies the freedom available to assign eigen-
,
vector Vi.
2.3 Eigenvector Assignment for Real Eigenvalues
It is first assumed that Ai eR so that vi t Rn for i =1, ••• n.













S1 nce K,. is a basis for the null space of SA' then any vector K11 1
that postmultiplies K,.. gives a resulting vector that lies in the null
1
space of SA. Therefore,
i
(2.33)




Since Vi £ span (""i)' then Ki detennines .mere in the allowable ..




Vi • N Ki •
"1
It follows from equations (2.32) and (2.35) that
By defining Wi as
Wi • - M" Kit1












2.4 Eigenvector Assignment for Complex Eigenvalues
It is next assumed that lice for 1 - 1, 2 and licR for















.,_ ..." " ..
e.,,,.·_ .......... ·. ~.' .._., ........".
18
(2.43)




For the case of complex eigenvalues, the nX(2n+m) matrix SA is defined'
as
(2.46) .






From equations (2.44). (2.45) and (2.48) it is apparent that the vectors
in (2.44) and (2.45) are contained in the null space defined by KA•
Therefore
'1/ [YREJ • SPAN [:~] (2.49), , -vIM,
-FV RE
and
~~] (2.50). I[VIM] \.vRE £ SPAN I-Fv IM
From equations (2.49) and (2.50) it is apparent that the allowable sub-·." .













Combining equations (2.51) and (2.52) yields
~~~] < SPAN [;~ (\ SPAN [:~] (2.53)
The following characterization of the freedom available to assign
complex eigenvectors is not developed here but is proved by Marefat
[15]. Matrixes a and j! are defined by
Q ·~;r (2.54) 1
1
and \
8 • [:~r (2.55) : jI~":
Ka and Kj! are defined to be matrices whose columns constitute bases















,. and Ky is defined to be a matrix whose columns constitute a basis for
the null space of Y. :A basis for [SPAN(a)f\SPAN(S)] is [(SPAN(a))! +
! (SPAN(S»)!]J. where:·'+" denotes set direct sllll1lation and ".1"
denotes orthogonal complementation. Also. a basis for yJ. is a basis
for yT. Hence
t SPAN (Ky). (2.57)
Aspecific vector within the null space of y is defined by postmulti-






























xc1 • ~:~ -L [YREJ (2.61)
vIM
and
xc2 • [Pl] -L [YREJ (2.62).
N). vIM
From equations (2.48) and (2.49) it is apparent that the vectors [-Fv RE ]

















Since ).1 and ).2 £ C and ).1 £ R for i· 3••••• n. then
'*).2 ·).1 because the eigenvalues form a self conjugate set. Further-
more. the second condition of spectral assignment requires that v2 •
'*vI • Thus the specification of one complex eigenvalue and eigenvector
contains all the essential information of the complex conjugate pair.
'*It is also important to note that if v2 • v2 and the pair v1' v2 are
linearly independent, then vRE and vIM are also linearly inde-










WI • f\xcl' (2.65)
",






Recalling that for the case of real eigenvalues
I
Wi • -M,.i xi (2.69) . rand I
vi • vi' (2.70)
I
•
equation (2.38) is rewritten so that I
Substituting equations (2.65) through (2.70) into (2.71) yields






As in the case for real eigenvalues,
I
t
F • WV_l. (2.74)
This development is easily extended to more than one pair of complex
conjugatp. eigenvalues.
2.5 Use of Eigenvector Freedom
It is shown in the previous three sections that eigenvectors for
the selected eigenvalues must reside in an allowable subspace that is
determined by the plant matrix A, the input matrix B, and the se-
lected eigenvalues Ai' Normally the eigenvector assignm~nt that is
most desirable for a given set of eigenvalues is not achievable because
it does not lie within the allowable eigenvector space. In this case it
is desirable to select the allowable eigenvector that is closest to the
desired eigenvector. This is accomplished by projecting the desired
vector into the allowable space so that the error between the desired
and the assigned vector is minimized in a least squares sense as illus-
trated in Figure 2.3.











for real eigenvalues and
,
'"r"'f- 'MH i.li~· \. .
Desired Vector
*











for complex, eigenvalues £15]. Indicating the desired vector by the
subscript "0" and the assigned vector by the subscript "N1 , the
















for the real and complex assignments, respectively.
2.6 Improvement of Initial Assignment by Gradient Search
The selection of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a system is nor-
mally motivated by the desire to shape the time response as discussed in
Section 2.1. However, once the desired time response is approximated,'
there are often other aspects of the assignment that are unacceptable.
An example is an assignment which requires extremely high feedback gains
which are expensive to implement and very sensitive to noise. Another
example is extreme eigensystem sensitivity to small plant parameter
variations or modeling errors. The freedom available to select the
eigenvectors often provides a means to drastically improve these seconJ-









vector assignment and thus the time response. This improvement is ac-
•
compl ished by modifying the eigenvectors within an area local to the
original assignment. The vectors are modified in such a manner as to
reduce the undesirable aspect of the assignment most rapidly.
Acost function J is defined so that a reduction in the value of
J corresponds to reduction of the undesirable aspect of an initial
eigenvector assignment. A gradient matrix is computed in terms of J
to determine how the eigenvector assignment is most efficiently changed.
Recalling that the eigenvectors are determined by the equation
vi = N). Xi
i
for the case of real eigenvalues and
for the case of complex eigenvalues, it is apparent that small
tions in Xi will cause correspondingly small variations in the eigen-





Since this matrix designates which eigenvectors are assigned, it is
called the designator matrix. Agradient matrix [GR] with elements









The designator matrix X 1S then varied according to the rule
/
(2.83)
where d denotes the step size of Xij during each iteration. The
gradient search is continued until a satisfactory compromise between the
reduction in the value of the cost function and the modification of the.







SPECTRAL ASSIGNMENT USING REDUCED-ORDER
MODELS AND REDUCED-ORDER OBSERVERS
In this chapter, the use of reduced-order models and reduced-order
observers in the design of feedback controllers 1S investigated. A
reduced-order model of a known system is formulated. It is then used to
design a constant full state feedback matrix for the original full-order
system. It is shown that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors reassigned in
the reduced-order model are reassigned in the full-order system while
those not incl uded in the reduced-order model remain unch·anged. The
constant state feedback matrix is then implemented by output feedback
using a Luenberger [2] reduced-order observer. It is shown that the
eigenvalue and eigenvector assignments in the full-order system remain
unchanged when a reduced-order observer is used.
3.1 Motivation for Using Reduced-Order Models
and Reduced-Order Observers
Models representing the behavior of physical systems often consist
of a very large number of coupled linear differential equations. Such
models are difficult to use when designing control systems due to exces-
sive requirements for computer time and memory. and to the numerical
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equations. It is. therefore. desirable to develop a design procedure
Which utilizes reducedworder system models.
The spectral assignment s,ynthesis methods described in Chapter 2
use full state feedback. However. full state feedback is not feasible
for most systems because there are often feNer outputs than system
states. Full state feedback is implemented by the use of a dynamic ob-
server for these systems. The use of a full system observer is unneces-
sary since some states usually are ~ailable for measurement and there-
fore need not be estimated. A reduced-order observer is therefore de-
sirable in, order to minimize the complexity of the control system.
. This chapter develops a reduced-order model and reduced-order ob-
server. Control system design for the full-order system is accomplished
usinq the reduced-order observer. Reduced-order models and obServers
have been used for several years. However. it is shown here that the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors assigned using the redur.ed-order model are
retained in the closed loop full-order system while the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors not included in the reduced-order model remain unchanged in
the closed loop full-order system.
3.2 Reduced-Order Model Formulation
......... , A reduced-order model that is used in the design of a constant
state feedback controller for the full-order system model is formulated
in this section. The reduced-order model contains the eigenvalues that
are to be reassigned in the full-order model. Let the original 'system










where x eRn. UtR"'. and ye,RP• It is assuned that the eigenvalues
of A are d1stinct and are denoted by (Al' ••••A
n
) • The correspond ing
modal matrix for A is denoted by V· (v1' •••• Vn] where Vi de-
notes the eigenvector corresponding to Ai. The system model is trans-
fonned by defining a new state variable
-1
Z • V x.
Equation (3.1) is transformed to give
. ...






where A • V AV· diag (A 1 ••••• An)' and B· V B. The system is
now partitioned to separate the eigenvalues to be reassigned tn the
reduced-order model from those that will remain unchanged in the full-
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where Z1cRk and ~cRn-k. The eigenvalues included in the reduced- .
order model must be contained in Al and those which are not included




%1 • A1 %1 + B1 u. (3.6)
/
The reduced-order model is then used in conjunction with the spectral
assignment procedure to assign eigenvalues and partially assign eigen-
vectors in the full-order system model. However. the relationship
between the eigenvalue and eigenvector assignments in the reduced-order
and full-order models must be investigated first.
3.3 Spectral AssigOlent Using Reduced-Order Models
The reduced-order model is used to design a constant state feedback
matrix for the full-order system. The relationship between the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the closed-loop reduced-order model and the
closed loop full-order system must be understood in order to accomplish
this. The relationship between reduced-order and full-order system
eigenvalues is determined first. let F denote a constant state feed-









u • F Z1 •














! . ... (3.8)
F is now implemented about the full-order system by assuming full state
availability in the full order model and transforming F back to the











u • [F:O] Zl • F'z.
z2
Substituting for z from equation (3.3) yields
-I
U • F'V x· tx.
Hence, the closed-loop full order system is written as
. -
x • Ax + B Fx
• (A + Bf]x.
The eigenvalues of the full order system are the eigenvalue~ of
[A + BF]. This matrix is rewritten as
-1 ... -1[A + Bt] • [YAY + VBF'V ]












Since [A+BF] and [A + BF'] are related by a similarity transfonm-







The eigenvalues of this matrix are obviously the eigenvalues of
[Al + 81 F] and [Az]. Thus it is possible to reassign the k ei~en­
values included in the reduced-order model without modifying the (n-k)
original system eigenvalues which were not included in the reduced-order
model.
The relationship between eigenvectors of the reduced-order and full
order system models is determined next. The eigenvector equation for
[A +SF'] is written as
• 0 (3.14)
















If Ai is an eigenvalue of [A l + Bl F), but not an eigenvalue of
[A2 ], then from equation (3.15) it follows that V1i is an eigenvector
of [Al + BlF). Since Ai is not an eigenvalue of [A2]' [Ai I-A2] is
nonsingular. Thus, from equation (3.16)
.'
VZi • [Ai I-A2rlBivli'
Therefore, Vi is written as
(3.17)
(3.18)
Equation (3.18) illustrates that the first k elements o~ Vi can be
assigned using the reduced-order model while the remaining (k-p) ele-
ments are linear combinations of' v1i'
On the other hand, if Ai is an eigenvalue of A2 and not an
eigenvalue of [A l + BlF), the matrix [AiI-AI-B1F] is nonsingular •.
Therefore, equation (3.15) is statisf1ed only if
From equation (3.16) it follows that v2i is an eigenvector of A2 for




















where ki is a nonzero constant. Therefore vi is written as
(3.21)
.-
Let vi be the eigenvector of (A+ BF] corresponding to eigenvalue
A1" The eigenvectors vi and vi are related by the transfonnat ion
(3.22)





Often when the reduced·order model contains only the dominant modes
-1", A
of the system, VII· VII + V12 [A i I.A2] B2F. Then the top k compo·





























When the above approximation does not apply, an initial assignment of,
91i is made using equation (3.24), F is calculated, and the error
between the desired top k components of the first k eigenvectors and
the actual assignment is calculated. Agr4dient search procedure is
then used to reduce this error.
For ~i which are eigenvalues of A2 , equation (3.22) expands to
Ther'efore, the last (n-k) eigenvectors in the closed loop full order
systen are the original open-loop eigenvectors. Thus eigenvectors cor-
responding to the eigenvalues retained in the full order system mo~e.l






- V.... [V12]"vi· vi • V v2i •
. 22
Substituting for v21 from equation (3.20) yields













3.4 Reduced-Order Observer Formulation
In order to implement the feedback matrix F calculated in equa-
tion (3.10), full state availability is required. However, if the
number of outputs p is less than the number of states nf then (n-p)
states must be estimated. This section parallels luenberger's [2] de-
















tion of a full state feedback matrix in such a system. The following
section shows that not only are the eigenvalues of the observer system
•
',' retained in the closed loop system, but that the original eigenvector
assignment is not affected by use of the observer.












If the feedback matrix F is implemented about the systeM model, then
-
u • Fx. (3.28)
It is assumed without any loss in generality that the first p columns










where In_p is the (n_p)th order ide~tity matrix. Anew state variable
is defined by





























I U • F z (3.33)I
j i
/ I











-! 8 • M8. (3.35)
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F • FM •




Therefore the p components of the output vector are the first p
states of the transformed system denoted by Zl. The reduced-order
...
observer must then estimate the remaining (n-p) states denoted by Z2 •.




y • rel (3.39)
I
•,.,. ... ... ... ... ...
Zl • All Zl + A12 Z2 + 81 U
-.., and
•,.,. ... ... ... ...











...Since zl is available as the output vector y, it can be different-
•
iated to generate Zl. Hence, equation (3.40) is solved for Al2 Z2
•.:: '/'" .'
41
which is used as an input to a reduced-order observer to approximate
z2' The proposed observer is shown in Figure 3.1. It is desired that
..,
o • Z2 (3.42)
in order to implement the feedback matrix F. The observer state equa-
tion is written as
•
e• Eo + LZl - LAll Il + [n-LBl]u. (3.43)
The need to differentiate Zl is avoided by redrawing the observer
as shown in Figure 3.2. If w is defined by
then
•. .., .






Using equation (3.42) to substitute for a in equation (3.45) yields
• •
• N ,-v
W+ L Zl - z2 =O• (3.46)
..----
-:
Calculating each term of the above equation results in the three equa-
,
..~
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Figure 3.1. Or~ginal System and Proposed Reduced-Order Observer
/---
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Using equations (3.42) and (3.44) to substitute for w yields
Since the input and state vectors are not generally zero. the multiply-
ing matrices must all be equal to zero for the equation to be true.
Solving for the last two terms gives















Matrix ~1 is generally nonzero also. This indicates that the pro-
posed reduced-order observer is n~t adequate. Thus the observer is
...... .
modified by adding AzI Zl to w' and grouping terms as shown in Figure
3.3. To remove the summer located after the integr3tor, it is noted
that
(3.54)
Using equation (3.54), the reduced-order observer is drawn as Figure
3.4. The eigenialues and eigenvectors of E· [A22 - LAIZ ] are deter-·
mined by proper selection of L since the eigenvalues of
rAzz- LA12 ] are also the eigenvalues of [Az2 T- A12TLT]. Chapter 2
describes a procedure for selecting a proper LT to achieve a desired~
eigenvalue and eigenvector assignment. Aguideline for selecting
reduced-order observer eigenvalue locations is discussed in Chapter 4.
The reduced-order observer is now used to implement the feedback
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The control law in equation (3.56) is im!,~emented in Figure 3.5.
3.5 Effect of Reduced-Order Observer on Full System Eigenstructure
The effect of a reduced-order observer on the eigenvalue and eigen-
vector assignment in the closed loop full-order system is developed in
this section. Luenberger (2] has proven that the eigenvalues of the
original system assignment and the observer assignment remain unchanged
in the closed loop full-order system. It is shown here that the eigen-
vector assignment also remains unchanged. The following definitions for
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The eigenvalues of the system,are determined first. Using equa-




~. [~] (A+ BR~TaRe + .G'C
,
(3.60)
Equation (3.60) is now transformed to an upper triangular form so that





and a new state variable is defined to be












Equation (3.63) is simplified to give
/
, // 1/ II I , i/ I I.--~ ... " ,.
-.",~ ~.'''!' 4Jt4i!>*r"~'''' .........J"Cl -, ... " .............~::;::.; ,. , .. "•• ~
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The submatrix [ ..TA + GC + ET] is equal to zero. This is shown by eval ..
















The expression (RC + F2 T) is equivalent to
panding (Re + F2T) as

































Thus the eigenvalues of the system are those assigned to rA + SF] and
[E]. In other words, the use of the reduced-order observer has no
effect on the original system eigenvalue assignment.
The eigenvectors of the system are determined next. Transforming
















Let the closed loop system matrix 1n equation (3.70) be denoted by AT"
An eigenvector of AT corresponding to A is denoted by vr' Eigen-















/ The eigenvector equation for Ar is
tl : AT . SF2] ['T~] r:J (3.73)>.I-E vr2
Equation (3.73) is expaned giving
./,//,/
. [>.I-Ar ] vn - [BF2 ] vr2 =0 (3.74)
and
[A I - E] vr2 II o. '(3.75)
It is assumed that the eigenvalues for [A
r
] and [E] are distinct
since their locations are arbitrarily assigned as discussed 1n Chapter
/
2.
-1Suppose A is an eigenvalue of [Ar] but not [E]. Then [AI-E]
-1
exists. Premultiply1ng equation (3.75) by [AI-E] yields the result

















Therefore vT1 1s an eigenvector of [AT]'
Now suppose A is an eigenvalue of (E] but not [AT]' Then
_1
[>.I-Ar] exists. Equaiion (3.75) implies that vrz must be an eigen-
-1





Henc~ for >. that are eigenvalues of (AT]'
(3.79)









where vT2 is an eigenvector of [E]. Thus it is shown that a reduced-
order model can be used to design a constant state feedback controller
for a full-order system. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors assigned , .











eigenvalues and eigenvectors not included in the reduced-order model
remain unchanged in the full-order system. It is also shown that a
reduced-order observer can be used to implement a full state feedback







. The methods described in Chapters 2 and 3 are the basis for devel~













for constant state feedback controller design. The design procedure .
presented in this chapter is most useful when a designer is able to
characterize the desired system in terms of the closed loop eigenvalues
and eigenvectors as well as the time response. This chapter reviews an
existing spectral assig~ment design philosophy. Acorre~ponding design
procedure and computer aided design package [11] are discussed next.
Then an extension of the design philosophy is presented followed by a
corresponding design procedure. This design procedure is included as a
supplement to the computer aided design package. Lastly. the signifl-
cant portions of the additional computer aided design software at'e d'e-'
scribed in detail. The modified design procedure uses reduced-order
models and reduced-order observers with spectral assignment methods to
reassign selected eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the full-order system
model.
4.1 Design Philosophy f~~ Full-Order System Models






models is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The objectives faced by a system
designer are often many and sometimes conflicting in nature. However,
the location of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and the system time re-
sponse are generally the prime consideration. After these objectives
are satisfactorily achieved, secondary design objectives are considered.
These secondary objectives include feedback gatn reduction, minimization
of closed-loop system sensitivity to modeling errors or parameter varia-
tions, and noise suppression. The spectral assignment design procedure
achieves a satisfactory control design by selecting an appropriate set
of eigenval ues and approximating a desired set of corresponding eigen-
vectors. The eigenvalues determine the rates of decay of the various
system modes while the eigenvectors determine the relative contribution
of each mode to the different system states and outputs. After a sa~is~
factory t imt:. response is achi eved with an initial eigenval ue and eigen-
vector assignment, the secondary design objectives are considered. The
freedom available to select the eigenvectors often provides a means to
drastically improve these SEcondary design objectives whi le only sl ight-
ly modifying the initial eigenvector assignment and thus the time re-
sponse. This improvement is accomplished by modifying the eigenvectors
within an area local to the original assignment. The direction and
magnitude of the eigenvector modification is determined by a gradient
search procedure as discussed in Section 2.6.
4.2 Design Procedure for Full-Order System Models
A computer aided design package written by Marefat [11] currentl,y' ..
exists and is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The software package consists
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of several special ~urpose subroutines that are accessed by the main
control program. The subroutines may be entered in any order to imple-
ment specific design objectives according to the design philosophy in
Figure 4.1. The system description (i.e., A, 8, C) is entered in Mode
1. An arbitrary set of eigenvalues is assigned in ~de 2, which then
fonmulates the allowable subspaces for the eigenvectors. The desired
eigenvectors are approximated in Mode 3 by projecting them into the
allowable eigenvector subspaces. Mode 4 allows the system designer to
observe the time response for various initial conditions and system
inputs. The initial design is then improved by alternating between.
Modes 4, 5, 6, al1d 7 until a compromise between primary and secondary
design objectives is achi~ved. Modes 5, 6, and 7 modify eigenvector
components, reduce feedback gain, and reduce system eigen-sensitivity,·
respectively, using gradient search procedures.
4.3 Design Philosophy for Reduced-Order System Models and Observers
The design procedure discussed in the preceding section is useful
for systems where full state feedback is feasible. Another feature of
the procedure is that it assigns all eigenvalue and eigenvector loca-
tions. A system designer is often satisfied with several open loop
eigenvalue and eigenvector locations in a large sy~tem. The reassign-
ment of the remaining eigenvalues and eigenvectors is better accomplish-
ed using areduced-~rder model that contains only those eigenvalues,.due
to reduced requirements for computer time and memory. Also, large sys~











feedback.design is implemented in this case with an observer system.
The observer estimates the system states in order to implement the feed-
back control law. Since some of the states can be obtained from the
outputs, only the remaining states need to be estimated with an observ-
er. Areduced-order observer is desirable in this case. It is designed
using less computer resources than a full-order observer. Also, less
hardware is required for implementation of a reduced-order observer.
Adesign philosophy that uses reduced-order mo~~ls and reduced-
order observers is illustrated in Figure 4.3. In order to design a
control system using spectral assignment with reduced-order models and
reduced-order observers., a designer must have knowl edge of a desi red set
of systen eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The original open loop eigen-
values and eigenvectors are compared with the desired eigenvalues '.a~d
eigenvectors. Adecision is made as to which of the eigenvalues and
associated eiqenvectors are satisfactory and which need to be reassign-
ed. The spectral assignment design procedure is used to assign the': '
des~red eigenvalues and approximate the desired partial eigenvector ~s­
signment using the reduced-order model. Error beheen the initial
eigenvector assignment and the desired eigenvector assignment is then
reduced by a gradient search. Next, the resultant reduced-order feed-
back matrix is transformed to the full-order system•
.If all of the states are simultaneously available for measurement,
then the full state feedback matrix is implemented. However, if some
states are not available, then a reduced-order observer is designed.







































negative than the dominant eigenvalues of the closed loop systen design•
This is done to ensure that the observer can respond quickly enough to
follow the states being estimated. Theoretically if the observer eigen-
values are assigned to be very large negative numbers then the observer
will provide a better estimat~ of the states. However. this is not done
in practice because the observer then acts like a differentiator and is
very susceptible to noise.
This philosophy and the synthesis methods described in Chapter 3
are used to develop an extended design procedure that exactly reassigns
an arbitrary subset of the original system eigenvalues which are includ-
ed in a reduced-order model. A partial eigenvector assignment is then
approximated for these eigenvalues. This control is implemented with a
reduced-order observer if there are fewer system outputs than states., A
contribution of this thesis is that the reduced-order design and imple-
mentation are accomplished with the knowledge that the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors not included in the reduced-order model remain unchang- ,
ed.
4.4 Design Procedure for Reduced-Order System r-tldels and (bservers
The computer aided design package written by Marefat has been modi-
fied as illustrated in Figure 4.4. An additional mode (r-tlde 9) has been
added to incorporate the use of reduced-order models and reduced-order
observers in system design. The full-order system description is enter-
ed in Mode 1. If a reduced-order model is to be used in the control .
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tinues as described in Section 4.2.
Aflowchart for Mode 9 is shown in Figure 4.5. Several of the
existing progr&n subroutines including Modes 2, 3, 4, and 6 are called
from Mode 9. Three new subroutines are also called from within Mode 9.
These subroutines are described in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
After Mode 9 is entered the reduced-order model is formulated.
Mode 2 is then called automatically and the reduced-order model eigen-
values are assigned. The designer i~now prompted to enter the desired
partial eigenvector assignment for the full-order system. An initial
eigenvector assignment is calculated from the reduced-order model using
equation (3.24) and the assignment is approximated using Mode 3. A
gradient search is then initiated in order to decrease the error between
the desired and actual partial eigenvector assigmnent. Upon completion
of the gradient search, the reduced-order model feedback matrix is cal-
culated and transformed to the full-order system coordinates. Are-
duced-order observer is formulated next. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors
are assigned to the observer using Modes 2 and 3. Finally a time re-
sponse is calculated and displayed for the combined system using Mode 4.
If the designer is not satisfied with the time response Mode 9 is re-
entered.
Two portions of the above design procedure required an extensive
programming effort. Calculation of the cost function used in the gradi-
ent search is described in Section 4.5 and the gradient matrix calcu-
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IThe cost function J that is used in the gradient search routine
is a measure of the error between the actual and desired partial eigen-
vector assignments in the full system model. Calculation of the cost
function is accomplished in t\«) parts. The actual partial eigenvector
assignment is computed first using a subroutine called VACT. The actual
partial eigenvectors are then used to com~ute the value of J in a sub-
routine called ROCOST.
Aflowchart illustrating VACT is given in Figure 4.6. The actual
partial eigenvector assignment is denoted by VIi and the eigenvector
assigned in the reduced-order modei is denoted by VIi. This is consis-
tent with the notat ion ,used in Chaptel" 3. The partial eigenvectcr as-
signment VIi of the full order closed loop system that is obtained by
assigning VIi in the reduced-order model can only be determined 'after
all reduced-order model eigenval ues and eigenvectcn are assigned and









For a real eigenvalue the subroutine computes v1n using equation
(4.1). If the eigenvalue Ai is complex the calCtliia.tion becomes






































Vli =[Vll+V12(Ai I-A2)-1 82FJv1i -[V12 (A i 1)-182FJv1iRE RE RE 1M 1M
and
VIi =[Vl1 +Vl2 (A i I-A2)-1§/Jvli · +[V12 (A i I)-1§/Jv1i • (4.3)1M RE 1M 1M RE
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are used to compute partial eigenvector as-
signments for complex eigenvalues. The actual eigenvt:tor assignments
are then used in subroutine ROCOST to compute the value of J.
A flowchart illustrating ROCOST is given in Figure 4.7. If the
desired partial eigenvector assignment is denoted by Vo and the actual
partial eigenvector assignment is denoted by V, then the cost function






where a ij are arbitrary weighting constants. The weighting constants
determine the relative penalty between the elgenvector component errors.
For example, if one eigenvector component ha~; a much larger weighting
constant than the others, then an error in that component receives a
much greater penalty than other component errors.
4.6 Cost Function Gradient
The cost function gradient matrix is computed in subroutine ROGRAD.
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Figure 4.8. Subroutine ROGRAD
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equation (4.4) that the cost functon J is a function of the partial
eigenvector assignment v. Hence. it is also a function of the desig-
nator matrix X which is discussed in Section 2.6. By computing a
gradient of the cost function J with r~spect to the elements of the
designator matrix XiJ • it can be determined how to vary the designator
matrix in order to reduce the cost function and therefore the error











- pqL 2 Q pq {v -vD } __ •pq pq pq ax.
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Solving for aJ/axij gives


























To evaluate aVpq/aX iJ • q is substituted fo, i and the subscript 1




th . -Since Vpq is the p element of vector vq• then 3Vpl3XiJ is the
pth element of avlaxij. Solving for aVq/a: iJ • then gives
In order to evaluate 3F/axij • equation (2.73) Is modified to be
I -
_._.
... ~-1F • Wv (4.10)
and the element of F in the pth row and qth column is denoted by
f pq so that
. I
-/
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Rp is a row vector with a one in the pth column and zero elsewhere and




























thNoting that only the j column of X is dependent on Xij ,













• Furthennore. only the ith row of Xj 1s dependent on Xij • It is
th
easily seen that aXJ/3X 1j is a column vector with a one in the 1 row
and z~ro elsewhere. Hence. equation (4.16) is written
, . /
aw
-. [0..... o. [-M,\j]p o•...• 0] (4.17)
ax tj











Since only the jth eigenvector is a funtion of Xij • it follows that

















Substit~t1ng from equation (2.77) gives











where [NAj]i denotes the i th column of [NAi ]. To evaluate 3Vq/3X ij •
equation (4.21) is postmultiplied by Cq• Similarly. to evaluate
aV pq/3X i • equation (4.9) is premultiplied by Rp•
Hence. it is shown that the partial derivatives are computed by
selecting a~propriate rows and columns from the [NA] and [MA] matri-
ces. TIds reduces the calculation of the gradient matrix [GR] to a
bookkeeping operation easily implemented in a computer program. It is
not necessary to numerically approximate a derivative quantity. Sub-











The design procedure described in Chapter 4 is illustrated in this
chapter by an actual design problem. A controller is designed for the
lateral axis model of an L-1011 aircraft using a reduced-order model and
a reduced-order observer. The resulting design is then compared to an
output feedback controller designed by Andrey et a1. [16]. It is shown
that the des ign procedure presented in thi s thesis is a viable too1 for
constant feedback controller design.
5.1 Original Lateral Axis Model
The lateral axis model of an L-1011 aircraft is used as the orig-
inal full-order system model. The state vector x is qiven by:
Xl =1" = Yaw rate (Radians/second)
x2 .. e .. Sideslip angle (radians)
X3 .. P .. Roll rate (radians/second)
, x.. =~ = Bank angle (radians)
Xs .. 6 I" .. Rudder deflection (radians)r
x6 .. 6 =Aileron deflection (radians)a
•









Rudder and aileron deflections (states 5 and 5) produce changes in the
yaw rate. sideslip angle. roll rate. and bank angle (states 1·4). The
coordinate system is illustrated 1n Figure 5.1. Under certain con-
ditions yaw rate 15 equal to the derivative of the sideslip angle with
respect to time while roll rate 1s equal to the derivative of the bank
angle with respect to time. The washout filter 1s a high pass filter
·for the yaw rate.
The A, B. and C system matrices are given by
-0,154 1.54 -0.0042 0 -0.744 -0.032 0
-0.996 -0.117 -0.000295 0.0386 0.02 0 0
0.249 -5.2 -1.0 0 0.337 -1.12 0
A • 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -20.0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -25.0 0


























o 0 0 0 0
o 1 0 0 0
1 000 0




The system input. u, consists of components
79





U1 • ~ rc • Ridder command (r ad ians)
and
•
;U2 • ~ac • Aileron command (radians).
The open loop eigenvalues of this system are:
A1.2 • -0.08819 ± j 1.269 - Dutch roll mode
A3 • -1.085 - Roll subsistence mode
>' .. • -0.00965 - Spiral mode
>'s • -20.0 - Rudder mode
"
6 := -25.0 - Aileron mode
"









The open loop system time response is shown in Figures 5.2-5.8 for zero
input and an initial condition of ,(0) = 1 degree. After ten seconds
the system states are still oscillating and the bank angle ~ has not
yet reached zero degrees.
It is known that a desirable eigenvalue assignment for the system
is
>'1'2 • -1.5 ± j 1.5
and
).3'"'' -2.0± j 1.0.
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Figure 5.5. Bank Angle-Open Loop Response for ~(O) = 1°
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Rudder Deflection-Open Loop RespIJnse for 4>{O) = 1·
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Figure 5.8. Washout Filter-Open Loop Response for +(0) • 1-
.__.---_...~
plex conjugate pair they are collectively referred to as the roll mode.
It is also known to be desirable for the roll and dutch roll modes to be
decoupled. This decoupling is accomplished by the eigenvector selec-
tion:
..
ORIGINAL. il/\ ';'';' .~
OF POOR QUALl1Y
1 X 0 0
X 1 0 0
0 0 1 J(
VI • 0 , V2 • 0 , V3 • X , V4 • 1 ,X X X X
X X X X




where X denotes "don't care.... PIIdry, Shapiro and Chung [15] closely
approximate the above eigenvalue and eigenvector assignment for this
system using constant output feedback. Eigenvalue/eigenvector assign-
















The closed loop time response is shown in Figures 5.9-5.15. The closed
loop eigenvalues of the design are
Al,2 • -1.052 ± j 1.497
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Figure 5.9. Yaw Rate-First Closed Loop Response for ~(O) • 1-
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-0.0029 ; j 0.0012
0.0045 ± j 0.0053
1
-0.3999 ; j 0.2000
,
1
0.03066 ± j 0.3488
-0.0036 ± j 0.0004
0.0013 ± j 0.0011
The first four components of the first four eigenvectors'are:
5.2 Reduced-Order Model Design
Since the open loop values of >'s - >'7 are known to be desirable,
and the rUdder, aileron, and washout filter states are unspecified, no
reassignment of these modes will be made. Therefore, they are not in-
cl uded in the reduced-order model. On the other hand, Al - A4 are to
be reassigned and are included in the reduced-order model. The full
order system matrices are transformed by equation (3.3) and partitioned'
It is noted that by using constant output feedback that the four eigen-
values >'1 - >'4 are placed almost exactly and that the roll and dutch
roll modes are decoupled. However, the other eigenvalues (As - A7) are
also moved by the design. The design procedure described in Chapter 4
is now used to forrilulatean alternate design that exactly places >'1 - A4
without changinq As - A7. Eigenvectors for Al -).4 are also assigned
to achieve roll and dutch roll mode decoup1ing. This is achieved with-
out modifying the eigenvectors associated with As - A7. Furthermore,
this design is done using a reduced-order model to specify a constant
feedback matrix for the original full-order system•. The full state




















































as in equation (3.5) to yield the reduced-orde~ model system matrices
•
-0.08819 1.269 0 0
-1.269 -0.08819 0 0
o 0 -1.085 0









Spectral assignment synthesis methods are then· used to assign the eigen-
values
Al,2 = -1.5 ± j 1.5
and
A3 '4 =-2.0 ± j 1.0.
A partial eigenvector assignment that achieves roll and dutch roll mode'
decoupling is given by
,
l
. An initial attempt is made to assign the eigenvectors using equation





-0.10 =1= j 0.04
0.08 ± j 0.10
20.20 ± j 0.11 •




-8 =1= j 4
,
20
6 ± j 7
o
o
19.44 ± j 0.33
6.76 ± j 7.25
1.06 =1= j 0.10







The gradient search routine described in Section 2.6 is now used to
improve the initial vector assignment. Elements of a weighting matrix
are entered into the computer and a yalue is calculated for the cost
fucntion J using equation (4.4). A cost function gradient is calcu-
lated as in Section 4.6 and the initial eigenvector assignment is varied
to reduce the cost function. The weighting matrix is varied to increase
or decrease the relative importance of each eigenvector component and
the gradient search is continued. This procedure is repeated until a
satisfactory improvement of the initial assignment is achieved. In this
example the final partial eigenvector assignment in the full system
model is given by
19.45 ± j 0.34
6.76 ± j 7.25
0.45 ± j 0.33
-0.07 ± j 0.68
-0.10 + j 0.04
0.08 ± j 0.10
20.20 ± j 0.11 •
-8.54 + j 3.91
The vectors are scaled to give
1
0.35 ± j 0.37
0.02 ± j 0.02
0.003 ± j 0.04
-0.005 + j 0.002
0.004 ± j 0.005
1
-0.424 + j 0.191
. '
It is seen from the above vectors that the roll and dutch roll modes
have been significantly c1ecoupled. The required gain matrix in the



















F • [ 1.319
-3.854
.. ,
- .. -, ..•...,._.,-"'.""".,.......~-_._--"'"....--"""
'F' • [3.66
1.54
The constant state feedback matrix in the full order system is cDq)uted
using equations (3.9) and (3.10) to be
In order to implement this full state feedback matrix, an observer is
now designed by the procedure described in Section 3.4. The observer
eigenvalues, AOi ' are selected so that
This selection makes the observer modes faster than the modes contained
in the reduced-order model. The observer eigenvectors, VOi ' are arbi-
trarily assigned to be

















R _[0.287 -0.029 -28.3 -0.372]0.184 0.710 -17.1 4.35 '
[089•2 2.35 -17.8 0.124 lG· -42.2 -83.7 57.6 -0.116-5.29 -0.035 48.5 0.270








The observer is now used to implement the full order system feedback
matrix 'F. The closed loop time response is shown in Figures 5.16-5.25.
It is shown that the response of the yaw rate and sideslip angle for
this dp~ign are more desirable than for the previous design since there
is less disturbance and faster settling time for both states. On the
other hand, the roll rate and bank angle responses are almost identical
for both designs. The controlling surfaces and washout filter states
are all well within the physical limitations of the system. This illus-
trates that a viable constant full state feedback control system can be
designed for a large system using a reduced-order mOdel and that this
feedback design can be successfully implemented with a reduced-order
observer.
5.3 Summary and Concluding Remarks
A new design procedure for the co~trol of large systems using re-
duced-order models, reduced-order observers, and spectral assignment
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Figure 5.19. Bank Angle-Second Closed Loop Response for ~(O) • 1-
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Figure 5.20. Rudder Deflection-Second Closed Loop Response for ~(O). 1-
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eigenvalues of interest from an original full-order system. A ~On$tdnt
state feedback matrix is designed for the reduced-order model that, when
implemented about the full-order system, reassigns the eigenvalues con-
tained in the reduced-order model while those eigenvalues not included
in the reduced-order model are retained in the full-order system. It is
then shown that the full state constant feedback matrix for the original
full-order system is implemented by a reduced-order observer if all of
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Appendix Acontains a software listing of the modifi-
cations to the spectral assignment computer aided design
package discussed in Chapter 4. This is followed by an
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I:AI L /IItlll::!
C f'HI'1I IIt'Slknl .'AIlTlAl. EIIlI.lM:nllR ~!llllf':[tn .
IIIlI1CI6.61>51
6V$ I MMrc 1l:.4-Ut:lHCK llCSIIl1'D rloIlflAl. ElIlI',lf\'U:lIl1l A:::••..,III·""
.1-1
6tt9 ':RJl£14.1I04I,1
606 f1m/IA; llll. J.l1*: 1l1l:HVt:f. fOK V. I;!I
















CAll \ItlI1.FTC_f .VIlf:II.lIlhlllhllP.IO.IO••• IO••au
WIUTEC6.61I'
ioU FOOIIArlllC.49111SE THE FCIlLOIIIII8 V MfRIX .....lIn•• MllJ-.nR.,.
1:I9ft ItrIlOCl\£R IIHIDC V ME l:tlllPU:lC'
CHARIII_oIHI rIAL OlIO
CHARI~I-'ES9 fOR VI'




RfAD CIU.RCC·2' CCACII ••J,.I I.WS) ••I.I ...,
REAP crU.R£C·J' CC.CII ••J' I.III) ••••I.II9'
READC IU.R£C..41 I CCf II.u,.•; •.".)......"",
"MISE "URurC6.Bllo,
BIO FIIft/IAIlllC• .1lf1nc£ f'lIl.lOll•••S ItO IlIIIIEl. AFTOI 1IQIIE3'
r; eML 11!iW'/l'2I1A..a.A.10.II9.Il1IoU












Bil Fl1RMT CllC~"•.,,".DA.12. JX.5fIIl"M ... '6.J• .1X.:lHIIWk.F'6• .1,
,----~
___ -. .....P"__~......,-.......,."r___'f\".... ""•..", ....-;\
c: CAU. 1I'.lPl,.IIY (ltS.lI:IltIJ
903 LOH1IHUE
C LAI.L l~" UCIlIlIMfUX xX...CI.n••••" ..n ....
C:JIfoRC 1 '.' IlAtlf M'
C'UAlH:!,··TklX Fl'
!;AI L USIIF" (L'lII\lh I4.F••••"IoHS.4,
C:IUlRe I '··M'f<t. 1tI1II'
.'AlL EllJk..-(AIlAf .WJ.IO.2.lIE.O.Z.ICl•.,.~.IERJ
C CAl.1. IlSlll:VelllI.Aft-llk/lIl.8.IIE,O.IfS••• 4J
CUAk(~)··l'l·
(,AI.L USIIF" (C1V"hI2.A1I11 •• ICl.HS.HS.... • •




REAlIl.l~·.RIL-4'((Ill 110 IJJ. ' I.N' It1I• .,N:lJ
RE/llIlJ~.Rrr·51ll~(fl.IJ, HS,.II·I."O,
RlA/lIJ:!.R£r·A)(lFlll.IJ'.I I.IfS'.II·••N.J







('All. lINV:'f" (H.ItS.lo.nltN••PD. ,III:MEA••ou
C f'AlISE IJ
C t::AlL llSIIl'IfI:sHl1'tNl.s.nrtlV.lo.IIS.Nlh4J
c ~1\l.L 1JSl.'l·Hl ....lftIo2.n••O.ICS.NS.4J
c........ .FDRH STSIEn~ F MTRIX ...
CAl~ ~~rtIH.Il.IlS.NS.IIS.IO.IO.~T.IO.I£kJ
C.AI L Vtll'.fF<AI/I\ ••HIIN.m.NS.mI.I•••0.111.111" .0. 'OU
~AlL \'IIlAn·(H •••ICS.ItS.nl ••0 ••O M ••O.IOU
CAl.L Yf1I~rnc.1l1KV.HU.US.HS.10 eLM..... IUU




8411 I:UlITJIIlIEc......... lllSl1..II' xrllfcllF.D s,snn .
W1U1El6.1I0U




104 rtm/u.rll~.:''OI1 SYSTEIt IFlIrdlI:D D., It."1)
C '·Am,. IS
tAll 1~lIrlfllH4 TllllA.1.AlM.ICt.NS.tIS.U
I:AI.I. 1r.;:KlllJHll TllM.7.81Nh .0.t:S.HJ .4.
r/\Usc 14
C/IU 1r.'lII"lll1lll: f II.DA. ,.CI.M••O.NO.KS... ,
LAl.L I/~;I.""l "IF TIl DII. I.ltIlAhlo.ln .1tS. u
c; uuu..... I'ART J 1I11t1 TlI£ !lTS1£ft .
ItO:! (lfl '('~ 1-1.llll
DO }(,5 J~ t • "'·U
Al /\1111 ( 1•.11 ~AlNt l 10 oU
1Ft I II/fI.llT ./I!;'/lfl fI) H:::J
AI /\II~J l 1 •.II ..t4l.An( 1"I"••n
•
101 L"lINIJIlIJr.
C rlllJSl: 1 I
C LAlL 11SVl""( .0IlFM'f'f:1MJI1 ••O.F••O.NI...100.4'
rlllL \.,...rr fF.VOIIN••,.ORIOlJ.ORIIlO.IO. JO.AlIo\T. 10. IOU





I:AlL IlSl/I"ltUoHr XFURtlE r.lo.ltl ....IlO.4t
liM I T" J~.Rrr:..4' ({Fe U.I.U .1 1.(J((IOUh n.l.ttU
c: CAl.l 1~·nl:.....1.2.F.l0••n.llItlllO.4'
c m:IRlf.\'E 1IRllil'/I\L STllTEn MTII • ITIlR£ F .
6Y9 Rr~Pl:J~.RCt.:.!INS.HI.NO
Il£A/lI;C::.Rr(~:n((0\( 11.1.1.. 1....1..15..n •••IlSJ
e;.':J IrUII«I.1I1.N!1l1lO TO 824
III Nll:.'( 1 ••U·AI.All( 1 • .11110.
024 IrcU.IIII.QT."~U.NID.(J.IlO.aT.Jr.u.80TD If1':$
AlAII:':l( ,.J'.AI Aft'" till.. "'t.'lIJ
lOS CIltlflUIIC
C "AII!;C ..0
C CI>IL IlSWn( ~""'TlLl21.I.IllMI2.IO.I:O. 12 ...
C 1:Ai.1. lr.;ll'l·"I,""UL2:.!ltl.AlN!."'2.10.12. 12 ...
ml IlJA 1~I.ttn
"'1 /1'6 .... I.ltl
BlAnU 1••II.Ill""U.,,,
Irt I l/aloLE.IfS'lN..M2r I.JJ-lIl.NI( 1t1m• .I.
106 CllUTlHIIE
DO , .., I-'.HO
IIlI.I 101 ""IoHlt




IX' IlJ8 .l-3 101Q
• TlLlU.JI-AIIAJU.JJ
IF(J'Ni,.I.E.N9)FTIL2(I.J)~T(l.~IIOJ




IlO ,,,., I •••NQ
PO 109 ...·I.HUeS
N A1t12U .J'--1ll1llf12U .,1)
10., CClIfTlIlII£
C i'A'JS£ ,l-
e CAI.L 1~;4It'H(i!:I-'" A1U21.8.IlLM1?••CI.lflhl/llt3.4)
r; .0Al.L USVF"'lI/I\LU;';;2•• 7.AI.Nt22••o.wn.Ift1IlS.4)
tAl.L ff<AHllJ (1lL1llf22,llOn.t«I8S'







































841 PO 842 I-I.NOX
PO 844' .-,.•• HtlBS







LA/I ,1ll\oT"(2Hl.l.:.!.L.10.IlS.taIX.4Ic............. 1:lIltnlTE It ..
~r.AIl(3:! • R£C-:.!)I.'S. In .'10
HllDS..tr.i· '''I
CAll YItIILFnF nl2.L.IU .1IOII3.1IO.10.10.AJI,\I.10. JOU
IlO IU '-IoHI
Ill' /13 .r·..""
It IS Rl't'tlE/iE"IEu Il' FUll
Flll1 (I ........lIll( 1 • .JlfAHATU • .l'
ltJ l:ll'U IN!'-
r.AI l. \IIIUIrr U .•A1.AflI2.NOas.W.IlIJIY.o.IO.10.AltAf.10.JUU
00 '14 1-lolGllllll
IItI /14 -"'1,JIIIBS .
COilS I 1 • .I'~AI.IoIt."2' , • .II-_IU• .I)
114 el""1HUEc........... '~.-rurl 0 .




C 0 IS RCI"Rt::lI.HTE» ay AI.ItII.."':t
AI Aft;>:.! I 1."'-111 AIUI C1o•.l)-Al.AI12;;,n • .JltItHATU •.I'
71S C:llIH IIltlE
c........... tON'tIlE a-nlM ..
C:AI.1. \lflll... '·Cl ....NIl.t«J8S.W.HI.10. to.","T.10.1[8)
DO 716 I.C.NlIIIS
Ill. /16 .",IoHI
C AlMT "'E'-RI:SE'HS T-anl.l'"
AHAr (I ••u~...Aft;!( 1 • .JI-AltAln • .J1
/16 C'JIlflHdE:








B;.t.S rClRMTUX.2IHYOlI "'1&' SUEeT ...IClhI2.42H WfPUlS V," - .--- n
IrlED "IE U1JsEilt'EIfJ .... - --
11111 n·(6.IIJ...
834 tOllIlArltX.4:snTHE 0l1l1'll11i1 CORR£$PUKll TO CUltMNS .IC -M.MI2H
1l:t7 "'lllI:16.lIlS.
II3:S rOkIlAfltx.60H$£lI:CIED COlUllll$ "ILL rlllM A fIAllflll fHAl fIlISf .. IIllIt
UNlllJl.AA.N.34llEHn:R DlITPtnS TO tE U".o£D UtlTEllERU
llHoIl(5•• , (RRI I' .1.1.1«11191
/)U 1136 ...·10 HtlllS
00 1136 ••I.HUIS
AIIAT I 1• .l ••MAIII2C •• Jl.RU••
";'06 COlIC lillIE
CAll lI!illl'/lIMI/I IlODI.6.AltAT.IO.II08S.l:Pltlh ...
I£kn(J
CALL UHIr..!rCAlV.T.IIOIS.10.M. (IlOT.IIl;AIlF.A.(ERI









C SWl:E 111."""'2 • IotAln2 AS A I a N!D t:W.IU fin .
un HI: I 2l>. RlT.-I 1"",r.:,.NlIX.llllf1S••ooT.l£Jlt.
IIlIt TEI2l>, m:r;~2H I lot Aft:.o~( II.I.U .I.l-l.urlllSl .11-l.Ultlr.U







710 rllr<KArOx.2011I"h3~A:~II" £IIll"JlVALIIlS FOIl Ol'.lI:RvtJhlOllHl
1:/'J.l tllllJE2
W1,I1U6. II II
III HlRllltr OX, lSOItt h3Jlf AS-IUM E'OU''''':Clfft FOIl ",....n:RW8. (4(1",
1:.'\Il 1111111.-.1
1I1t1 II: It,. 7.1:'.)




131> 1:01« I HU£






I:Al.t. TkNm IIAI AH:!2. HS.ICS'
(:All. TRAHSI (AI.AftI2. HOltll.HO,U
I'AIISE III
I:Al.l USUf"(7HAlAIU:l •• 7.A1AflI~.JO.JClIX.....4)









.."1,1".:,- .." ,_ ....,... ,. ,,,'.
c






110 1:'6 .... a.NS
LH • .Il w -t.CI • .I1
126. COlfUlftlE
CALL VHUlFFfL.M.HDIS O.IO.FfIL•• IO.JER)
110 121 1-I.Nt...





c C~L uswr"C5HftIHYI.~.nl~•• o.IRDU.lkDlf.4)
c........ XfORK AHA, IT Nrlf M .
CAlL ~~FFfMIHY.AHAT.IROV.IRlIlf.IRUU.IO••O.F'ILI ••CI.lfR)
':AI.L IIlllSl,.. CF'TlLl.'hIMtlf.IRlIlf.IRlllhIO. 10.IlH4T••0.1£1t.c........ CIlEATF. NEil I-tlATRIX FOIt TaTM. BTr.IEII .
~ADCJ2.R£c·4Ie(.CII.IJI.I.,.I.MII.II·I.HS'
DO 7211 1.a.MlIlS
DO r .... ....".LCI • .II ..-t.CI • .I1
128 COIUJIfI/E
CAt.L IIttlI.U"fl ....1of..NO..h ...... I •• IO.f TILl. lelolO)




C....... CImSTIcUCT NEIl C··MAnIX Fr. TOTAL STS1£1l ..
~AIl(32.REC·~I f ece 11.1.1).1".••NS•• 11.1.NO'
DO IJIJ 1-1.1m






CAt.1 IIM.;II( lClllF.lll.:Jell"UI£.IO.lf£'IJ.IRtoll••• 41
':ALL llSUCllc 100001II£MlECTR.10.Z. to.lROlf.IRtlll.41ca....... STIlRE Mr." llTBTnl IofIAT•••C:.H!•• MI.lll1 ...
• lIRITEf:''O.f<l.C·. URllII.NhNO.IDCiT.ltRCI
WITI C20,Rl:I:"JI CCIIIr. Uhl...... Il' .. U ... tlr.eIlU
WHEe:!O.Rf(;·.)((CfU. 1./101.1.' .'RfIlfI.Il"I.HOI
JUr·IRIlWt20H
1I'·OUlltln.tUT...11 Cft·CtJRIlHT· .An;EliC" 'IlJIl£CT' .Rl""Cl w"'21
lII<IU.C JUr.CU·I:&!ill(IofIAHU.IJh 1.t-••• II~IlfI. U·l.I~1lf1
, •••••••• FMrER lNJllALCOKPITIDHS IlKP XfORn TO F'ItlJl 11101 •••••••
lfRlllC6.7.!I •
1:'1 FI~ltAretx••:lt1 EIIIER IHnIM. CCltlllHIIlH'~ nlR llr.m,Ho'ol Illlllu.I
R£APC$•• lC\IIlC 10. h 1-1.1lS1
DC. 1l5;' '·JtHrIllS
111' lIS':!. .I"hllS




if"( J.ClT •Ir.;11111 TO 121






DC' 122 .l~HSU. '''''IV
""/VC J ••/)-rUIAJCClI




nllflle TtHf; ••Il ... u • .I1
n4 1:U1U IItllE









AllAH' • .lI-_rc1 • .llfAl.llllC 1••11
718 I:OlfHNIlE
C CALI. Ellll<f'eAH:tT••lS.IO.2.UEIO.Z.ICI.UlUlRf:A.IER)








AllAH I filS. JfKS)-E08Se ...11
72t1 .•:llNTlUU£







C I:AI.l IlSIlTIICC:HI.lh 13.AHAT.IO.IRDlI.IROII.41
C n:l.l Elc",Rf"CAlfAT.IRlIII.IO.2.UEIO.Z.10.UI::.REA.IDU
c: CAI.l .ISULVClllHEIIIEIIVAl.II£. lo.lIno.lIS. IonC......... C:U.'GT~1lCT XfDRtl TO OCT X•If CODI',JIltlATt:s •••
c
C fIRST nClDJFT L TO DECl~ T.t-LII)
C
c











1If1IItHlhll-\HlC lINCh II-VCl. I I
lJ~ 1:IIHJlHlJF.
WIlEC".1331
;,33 Flof'IIIlTCU.SIH lISt THI: FlIl.LOlIl1I8 I"ITIM. e:tJHIIlTlOIftJ IN n ... RO:f
C:AI. L lISIIFII(5HXCOH .5.W. 10.IIlIJII.""C......... IllI TI~ Rr.Sf~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
"',111:16,4&;1)





1044 "IJRlIIlrc IX.4C1ft11IS1t TO RE"A881011 CMoU:RlI£R MIl If:r MIIlI...,.
R£ADCS.""k
IrCKK.GT.OIIlO 10 ,t?C...... R£6Jr~E IKITIAL 8YBTFM IHrO •••••••••••••••••••••••
RF.ADCJ2.REC-2)HS.HI,HP
RF.ADCJ2,REt-JI«ACI.J).J-I.MSI.I·I.MSI
RF.AD C32 •Rl:C:-4 ) «» (I, JI.J-I.NI I.1·1 .MSI
RHulC J2.R£(;wSI C(C( 1 ••11 .J-I.IlSI. I-I.NOI
WRIJF.C20.R£C-IIH$.HI.NU,IPGT.ZERO








ilEAl. AI10.IIIhlllUO •• 01














IlIAL WC 10,111) .LRIIR(IC 101 .UClkllClOI .WSC 10.101 .~'IlCS(,".101
1.AlI·Hil [C 10.IO'.R£U 1(>, 10,.Ill."HAllC 10.101 .EfCllllf"C 11r.10I.
2111:!C UhlllloBlM:.'C UhIO).RC 10. III h 1IIlR(10.lhIHl.( 10.101
J."r(JO.j(l).Vf.I(JO.II.11F8Tnr(JO.II.WClf'(10.II.AlAft~~CI0.10I
""AI u!to. I(J) ,IIC U.. 10' , 1I111'1(J0. I'" .fC 111.101 .ltllAH lb., 0'
twAl. XXI 111.101.111'.(211) .EC:''(I) .XI2(» ,1.k1:C III' , •.• rit JIII.II,JI JOI
R1·Al. BlllC2U.201.BIll.WC :lU.20) .III'PWI 4..01
k'l~Al. AC I O.IOJ.B( I I',I(» ,1:1 ,".llt) ,iIl_CAC IJ,,)
(~IIHffiIN/Ii,(!>/A.",':.Zf.RlIoIDliT.H!;.Nl.HlI
(~(otIItllN/AlIlJ/r.101[(•• /E16'I.I":£ .LIlVf·AAHo( /Ilr</G






C•••••••••••••••• CRrATE LAftBDA-P J •••••••••••••••••••
IlIt 10 I w hl2
1'0 .0 ...... '2
IlEJ.C I.J)·Fl.OA'ce"
IrU .F....II REe.( IoJI-utEUPI
u••:c.IHUHUE
C CAl.'. 1Jl....ltc.l'tREL .:S.IlEL.IOol:l.':I.41
C•••••••••••••••• CRrAIE LAltDDA-2 •••••••••••••••••••••••
DO :10 ' 12
lItt 20 .to 2
Al..I'HAIU I ••lIyIllAlt22C' .JI
20 CooJlHIllE






C LAC.L (Ifi....nc 6HE.C1DI...,.EIIlIlIF.10. 12. 12.41
C PAlISE'40'














CAC.L LINv-6C.IChI22.2O••1811lV.11l81 .....I •• JDU
IttI lJ •• 2
PO 7J 12
A1.f'ttItlU I.J'nBIUIlNf I.JI
1... ( 1 ••I'-Il,.UIIVC IoJtl21
14 ClI.HIHIIE
UO Til ;t.->C........... IAKr IHYERS£ or EIGPIF •••••••••••••
34 (~lltInHlIE
CAlL 1.IHV:IF([llIPIF.I:<,.lO.ACJ'W••h IDGI.1lKAkC4. nil I
C ''RE'''.I BY IIJ2 .
J:> LtlHHHlI£
00 41 .....HIl



























C;otII1OtURO.fOR{OIIoVCI. WS,\Ill£B ,1tI..AJt:l. LRllllChLlOlW.1II. Nl:.!2
(;otlfIUtl.'£rcU"I.-r..LlH"P.(dUAt '









CJ'I~.I'ftlf· ....( I ,JItC"
U'CAllSCLJ"UII.LE.lfldl. 60 TO 20
CJ-C..HI;J'"'HP.At U .oa
':J'C:J+c Vt"B( I ,.If1I-I/llESU,.HII ...2.2tAl( I ,"U'
IF (J .'IE.MSI GU TO 10
.'uoJlI
20 .FCl.HE.NS. GO TO 10







RrAl. I,u:a (10.1111 ,IoII!:;!( 10.10••ItIn:JC 1"'I(:I.~'l:RtrUC.. II.PWICli'"
IVAIIXI CII>. I I.VA/'X21 10. I J,1I£ fA'U 10.11 ,llTIoR' 1... 11,
~~11CICI.ICI)••£rAI(10•• J.ZErAI(10,1 •• RRCI0,1 ••acl(III.I.
;J.l<llC II>, I' .lIlte 10, II.,IC 10,10),1llUO.II>I
"~A1. 1I0C 111.10•• '.R'IkCJC 101.LlORII( 101 , \/t..:: I 10.101 .VI)[3C II>, 10'
I .t.U1fAl C10.101 .RU,( 10.101,III.,P1fARC 10.1111 .£IUDln Ill.I(>.,
:v1~(I(>.10),8LAK2(10,10••RC10.IOI.~IRCIO.I).IIlLCIO.101
~."II'O.IOI.VII.(10,1.,WSTnP(10,II.VfS1P(10.1)
I:CAI /II. (10,101,':1,(10••01.IItCC 10,2(» ,PLCC 1(>,20) .nt.C:( 1(>,20.
Rl·At. STAIU2(>.201.Ilt.UO.20),Rl.Uo.201
RlAl. 1/( 10, 10' ,V( 10, IO),VIlNUO••0IlFuo.io) .A1t.\f( 11>,101
ilEAl. XXI 10.101.VA(20),U2(>. ,X(20) ,tRE( 1(>',1. r"( 10) .\/.U 10)
Rl-A1.AUO, 10), II( IO.IO),CUO.IOI.I/t:M£AUJCI)
ReAL IIIU(20.201 ••IilJlIl1C2(>.20) ,1/I(1I10C46(» ,A1.1lIlC"2( lilt 10.



















C f>CISttU. f BY 8LNl2 ..
f:Al.1. IItlCII..Ft·CREf.,III.AIt2.MS, .2.HI.IO, 10.ItU11ftR.I(I, IEkJ
C "ACJ~'M AIl:J'
C•••••••••••• rl~r~•. f 81' F •••••••••••••••••••••
f:Al_1. V~n.fnltC PIfIoR.F ,tIf;.HI .MS. 10. lChRrI.. 1(1. IlrRJ
C rAI~f""
C•••••••••••••AV RCstll..T 10 VI ••••••••••••••••••
11(1 50 luhNS .
00 50 J~I.1lS
RII • .11:1...:1.11 .JJfVCIC1•.1'
50 I:ON' lillIE





t:AC L t1SIIf'HClHlh hR.IO.H9.HlhoU
t:ALI. VHln.fFCR.VCI'hHS.Hlh 1.10.10.Wlil.... IO••ER.
11(1 70 l .. l.HS
VFSI J. IOlsVFllTltPlhU
10 1~I1HUE
lfCIC~~X.hF..I' Ut' TO III
C••••••••••• C'RfrK'.T BY VI2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
CAt.1. VlltlLffCVl2. 1"".HS.12,12.IO.10.REt ,10, IER.
C•••••••••••••• POSTHlA.• 81' BLhN2 ••••••••••••••••••
. rAI L VHlII ffIRf:I..81M:l.NS. 12,HhI0.ICI.A1.PHItI,IO"F.R.





flO 1:1lK rJ NIlE




CALI. VKlJt.ffCR.VOI.NS.MS.I, .0.ICI.WBTtlP, 10, IER.












Sllfdwun HE ll'lClIST If:J'
IHTfc.f:I~ lIRIllII
Rt:At. XXC 10,101.IIAI :.'III.[(:.!III ,l!(:l0),"LkCUOI.I.I"f101 ,IIJ( 101
REAL WC 10.IC'1 .V( 1(•• ll'I.VIHVUII. IO),At.( 10.IOloAl.AIt22( 10.10.
REAl. VFf;( 10.101 ,VDESC 10, 101. BLAIClC ICI.I(l1 ,VCI( 1l.. IOI
\
\









ReAP( 11I.R£C-3. (C...C....Ih I."I ••1-I.NSt






IIfAD( II/.REr.-3. CUII.CC I ••n IS), 1-••NS.
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